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Waco SRE
July 14, 2014

The same procedure was used to construct the left wheel pant as was used on the right one.
Therefore, the same type pictures are not shown because they would be repetitious. Instead,
a summary set of pictures were taken from a different prospective that should help younger
less experienced model builders. However, there probably isn’t anything new in this material
for you older more experienced model builders.

The left wheel pant square block shown on the right below was built up of different thicknesses of balsa
just as before to form the 7/8” wide laminated block. However, careful attention was given to arranging
the various layers of the lamination in a mirror image order of the right wheel pant, which from inside to
outside is 1/8”-1/16”-3/8”-1/8”-3/16” for a total width of 7/8”. The reason for this will be explained
later on. Notice that the center line was marked around the perimeter of the square block 7/16” from
either side.
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Several years ago, Karl Gies told me about the PERSONNA PRO cutting knife shown below. The
retractable segmented blade is made to be broken off when the outer segment gets dull. However, the
blade can be fully extended into a long blade and I always use this excellent knife for carving block balsa
as it is so very sharp. With the blade fully retracted, the black plastic protector is slipped over the end
for safety reasons. By the way, I bought mine at Home Depot and you can also buy a package of extra
blades. However, don’t buy the cheaper ones because they are not nearly as good as this knife.

Carving the square block was done much like a barber cuts hair, taking off only a little balsa at a time on
first one side and then the other in an iterative fashion. The carving process was used to just rough out
the general shape of the wheel pant on either side of the center line as shown below.
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Now for sanding items used for shaping carved balsa. For course sanding work, I use nothing but the
A*S*P* board shown below that is made for shaping lady’s sculptured acrylic finger nails. The board is
double sided with course 180 grit on one side and finer 100 grit on the other side. These boards can be
found at any beauty and nail supply store. For finish sanding, I really like the GatorGrit waterproof
sandpaper shown below. It come all size grits, but I like to use the 220-b grit on balsa and then finish up
400 grit. Our ACE hardware store stocks this sandpaper.
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After carving the wheel pant to it general shape, the final shape was achieved in two steps. First the
A*S*P* board is used to finalize the shape and then the sandpaper is used smooth out the coarseness of
the balsa surface as shown below. It is important that you take your time and constantly compare the
shape with the other wheel pant.

Since there are no cross section templates for the wheel pant, getting both wheel pants shaped the same
can be a challenge. However, by having arranged the various layers of the left wheel pant lamination in a
mirror image order of the right wheel pant, the visible contours of each laminated layer can be used as a
gauge to pretty much duplicate the shape of the other wheel pant as shown below.
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The final weight of both wheels and pants is 22 grams (0.78 oz) as shown below.

This picture shows you both wheel pants mounted on the model’s landing gear. The 1/16” landing gear
axles have yet to be cut off to proper length so they do not extend out of the wheel pant side.
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In order to complete the Waco’s landing gear, the 1” fairing over the main strut has to be added.
However, this will not be done until the bottom of the fuselage’s bulkhead/stringer structure is
completed.

The finished landing gear should replicate that of the actual Waco SRE aircraft shown below………Tandy
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